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Budget &Planning Tools 
 
QuickBooks Pro is the preferred version because it includes Budgeting and Planning 
Tools.  Chapter Treasurer’s are required to submit the Chapter’s budget to the 
International Treasurer and HQ annually.  While these can be maintained as Excel 
spreadsheets that format does not allow the treasurer to print periodic reports that will 
also track how well each board member is doing in meeting budget for their individual 
areas of responsibility. 
 
This section will only deal with entering data into the budget and generating the reports.  
The process of setting the budget is something that we cover as a board training topic 
and is not specific to QuickBooks. 
 
Entering a New Budget 
 
Select COMPANY from the menu bar; Planning & Budgeting from the list and Set Up 
Budgets from the side bar. 
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The system will default to the last budget on record. 
 


 
 
You will want to select CREATE NEW BUDGET to enter one for the new fiscal year.   
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You will get a working screen where you can define the timeline for the new budget. 
 


 
 
Use the scroll arrows if needed to define the year you need.  You can choose one of 
two budget types. 
 
The PROFIT AND LOSS option requires that you enter income and expense 
expectations by month.  This may be the best method for your chapter.  The BALANCE 
SHEET option only requires totals for the year.  For the purpose of the budget 
requirement the BALANCE SHEET option is sufficient.  However, your chapter board 
may want to be able to see the data broken out by month.  If you are taking over from a 
prior treasurer this decision may have already been made.  If you are the first treasurer 
to use QuickBooks you may want to discuss this with the board.  For the purpose of this 
training the PROFIT AND LOSS option will be represented as it is the more detailed 
version.  The BALANCE SHEET option is similar but requires less detail at the time of 
entry. 
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When you click the radio button for PROFIT AND LOSS then select NEXT. 
 


 
 
Select the radio button for NO ADDITIONAL CRITERIA and select NEXT. 
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If you have a previous budget entered in QuickBooks then you will want to select the 
option to create budget from previous year’s actual data.  After selecting that radio 
button select FINISH. 
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A monthly grid then appears that is filled in with the actual values from the prior year. 
 


 
 
You will want to go through each item and adjust it as needed.  Your data should be 
compiled with the assistance of your various board members for that area.  You can 
assume a level of increase for some costs such as insurance, postage, meetings, etc.  
Hopefully you can also assume some level of increase for income items as well. 
 
This is a road map and you want it to be as accurate as possible.  However, some 
amount of estimation is required to complete this task.  This can be a valuable tool for 
your chapter. 
 
When you are done select SAVE and then select OK.  Congratulations – your budget 
entry is complete.  Next we will cover how to “print” it so you can forward it to the 
International Treasurer and HQ.  This manual will cover how to “print” it so you can 
forward it to the International Treasurer and HQ.
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Select REPORTS; select BUDGETS and select BUDGET OVERVIEW. 
 


 
 
Select the appropriate budget year; default is to the last one entered and select NEXT. 
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If you entered your data through the PROFIT AND LOSS format the next option is only 
for Account by Month so select NEXT. 
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Select FINISH to complete the task. 
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The report that displays is broken out by each month.  For the purpose of submitting the 
budget you only need to display the totals for the year. 
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To modify the format use the pull down for COLUMNS to select YEAR. 
 


 
 
This is the report you need.  As with any other reports you can print it or export it to an 
Excel file. 
 
Return to Table of Contents 
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Reviewing Performance to Budget 
 
A budget is only useful to the chapter if you also take the time to monitor your 
performance in meeting your budget.  It is recommended that a quarterly report be 
generated as part of the Treasurer’s Report at Chapter Board Meetings. 
 
Select REPORTS; select BUDGETS and select BUDGET VS. ACTUAL. 
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Select the fiscal year you want to review; the system defaults to current or most recent 
year.  Select NEXT. 
 


 
 
Select NEXT again. 
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Select FINISH. 
 


 
 


 
 
This report may be too detailed.  You can adjust the dates as required. 
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Use the DATES drop down; the CALENDARS or the COLUMNS options.  You will want 
to try each to see which is the most useful for you board to use. 
 
The simplest format is COLUMNS = YEAR but this may be too simplistic.  And if you are 
looking at a quarter it might be best to adjust the CALENDARS to the first date of the 
quarter and the last date of the quarter – the report will look like this: 
 


 
 
As with all reports you can now print it or export it to Excel. 
 
Return to Table of Contents 
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Purpose of this Manual 
 
Subjects Covered 
This manual is designed to help you understand the basics of working with QuickBooks 
(QB) and how it can help your chapter.  When QuickBooks was selected as the 
preferred tool for financial reporting of chapter assets it was because it was simple and 
yet powerful enough to provide the necessary financial support that a chapter would 
need. 
 
This manual will explain the major areas of QuickBooks and show you where to find 
some critical data that is relevant to your chapter.  One such piece of information is your 
Federal Tax ID Number (TIN).   
 
There are other manuals that will cover the standard reports that are required, explain 
how to do the bank reconciliation process, how to upload a Chart of Accounts and how 
to use the budget tools. 
 
What These Tools Can Do For You 
If you are the Chapter Treasurer, QB will make your tasks simpler.  While it may not 
seem that way when you are entering all the data it will be apparent when it comes time 
to generate reports requested by the Regional Treasurer, Chapter President or any 
other member of your board.  It is also a simple tool to be able to hand off to the next 
Chapter Treasurer so she has all the history at her fingertips. 
 
If you are the Chapter President, QB will allow you to review your chapter financial 
health quickly.  Working in conjunction with your Chapter Treasurer you can develop the 
reports that you want to see as part of the Treasurer’s Report section of your board 
meeting agenda.  Profit and Loss, Cash Flow, and Budget Performance are all simple to 
generate in addition to the reports needed for the Regional Treasurer. 
 
Return to Table of Contents 
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A Quick Tour of QuickBooks 
The first step to QB is opening the program.  The Home Screen shows you the standard 
tools that you will use to enter your data.  The screen prints included here are from 
QuickBooks Pro 2008.  If you have a different version your screens may look different 
but the functionality is the same. 
 


The screen is laid out in a grid with each block representing an area of focus.  The 
upper left corner is for Vendors, the bottom left corner is for Customers, the upper right 
is for Company and the bottom right is for Banking. 
 
Vendors are the people whom you pay for goods or services.  The restaurants where 
you hold your events, the office supply store and even AWMI International are all 
Vendors.  Anyone you issue a check to is listed in QB as a Vendor (some of your board 
members will be listed here if you pay them for expense reports). 
 
Customers are the people whom you invoice for goods or services.  Your members who 
attend your functions would be customers.  
 
It is possible to have the same entity listed as a customer and a vendor; this is not going 
to cause problems for QB. 
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Company data is where you store data about your chapter such as your Chart of 
Accounts, your TIN and your address. 
 
Banking services are where you have access to the reports and tools that help you 
manage your various accounts.  If you have checking and savings accounts they both 
are accessible in this area. 
 
QB, like most current software, has a Menu and Task Bar across the top.  All the 
functions that can be accessed via the icons on the grid are also available through the 
menu and task bars.  However, the menu and task bar offer MORE options than the grid 
as we will discover as we delve deeper into QB.  The grid tries to maintain the most 
commonly used elements. 
 
Return to Table of Contents 
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Where to Find Critical Data 
As detailed in the opening section, there are some critical pieces of information that are 
maintained in QB such as your COA and TIN.  To access this information you need to 
go through the menu bar.  Put your cursor on COMPANY and select COMPANY 
INFORMATION. 
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This will bring you to the screen below: 
 


 
 
Here you record your “company name” which should always be AWMI along with your 
chapter or region name; for instance AWMI Midwest Region or AWMI Baltimore 
Chapter.  Note the additional entry of LEGAL NAME.  Your legal name would be the 
same as the name on your chapter’s Article of Incorporation. 
 
In the REPORT INFORMATION you detail the fiscal and tax identifying time frames.  
We run our organization on a fiscal and tax basis from January through December.  The 
INCOME TAX FORM USED is Form 990 (Exempt Organization). 
 
The Federal Tax Identification Number (TIN) is listed in COMPANY IDENTIFICATION.  
Do NOT copy the one listed above.  Each chapter has their own.  If you are uncertain of 
your TIN for your chapter please contact the International Treasurer. 
 
If your chapter pays an individual to maintain your mailing list or database then that 
person is technically an employee.  You should contact the International Treasurer 
about the process to set up the employee area. 
 
When you are done in this area; click OK. 
 
Return to Table of Contents  
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Uploading the Chart of Accounts (COA) 
The Chart of Accounts is how we track our income and expenses to preset accounts.  
All chapters should use the same accounts to maintain uniformity across the 
association. 
 
If you are just the first treasurer to use QB in your chapter you will not have the Chapter 
Chart of Accounts (COA) loaded; instead you will have a simple chart of accounts that 
QB builds into every system.  You could type in our accounts for yourself but we have 
made it simpler. 
 
First, you need to make sure that you have the Excel version of our current COA.  It is 
maintained on the document manager in our website. 
 


 
 
Place your cursor on Chart Of Accounts in the Company Grid and right click or select 
COMPANY from the Menu List across the top and then CHART OF ACCOUNTS. 
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If you have one uploaded already it should look like the screen below. 
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If you don’t have one or you want to upload a new one click on the ACCOUNT button in 
the bottom left and select IMPORT FROM EXCEL. 
 


 
 
There are some standard accounts that QB automatically installs.  Before you import 
our current COA you should take the time to delete their generic accounts.  This is a 
tedious task but if you do it first it will make things easier.  There are some accounts you 
cannot delete such as Payroll Liabilities; you can however make them INACTIVE.  All 
this is done through the ACCOUNT button submenu.  When an account has sub-
accounts underneath it you have to delete the sub-accounts first.  For this purpose it is 
easiest to start the deletion and inactivation from the bottom of the list.  When you have 
a blank slate it is time to import our Excel listing. 
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Now you are ready to import the Chapter Chart of Accounts. 
 
From the ACCOUNT button menu select IMPORT FROM EXCEL. 
 


 
 
You will need to direct the system to the file on your PC with the BROWSE button.  
When the file is identified in the FILE box you will need to identify the worksheet within 
the file even if there is only one worksheet.  Our file does have a HEADER ROW so 
make sure you have that box checked.  Next you have to specify the DATA MAPPING.  
Select ADD NEW to import a new COA.  Then click on the MAPPINGS button to identify 
the columns. 
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Give the Mapping a name of your choosing.  IMPORT TYPE is Account.  Wait a few 
seconds until the IMPORT DATA column has a pull down area available.  You need to 
tell QB which column has the information in it that matches what it is looking for even if 
they have the same names.  SAVE your mapping.  If you choose the Import Version file 
on the document manager this should be straightforward. 
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Then select IMPORT.  The PREVIEW function checks the file for errors in field length 
and format.  If you use the version on the document manager this is not necessary.  
Click OK on the warning box that says you can’t undo this function.  When the import is 
complete you will get a new message that will look like this: 
 


 
 
If there are items still in the list that you don’t want or need you can continue to make 
them inactive with the ACCOUNT button sub-menu. 
 
In a future installment there will be a section that details how you can create your own 
sub-accounts.  These are useful if you want to be able to break out various details such 
as 50/50 Raffle money as a sub-set of the Fundraising Income account.  Or you can 
break out your general meetings by month or even month / year.  The accounts 
provided are the ones we require you to use.  You have some ability to modify them to 
make QB works for your chapter. 
 
If you are working with a previous treasurer’s QB package you should already have the 
Chart of Accounts and may even have sub-accounts created. 
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		From the ACCOUNT button menu select IMPORT FROM EXCEL.




COA

		Type		Number		Name		Description

		Equity		9000		(+) Prev Year Income

		Equity		9100		(-) Prev Year Expense

		Income		4100		Dues (Provisional Chapter Only)		Funds received while a Provisional Chapter from Membership Dues

		Income		4300		Contributions, Other Chapters		Funds received as a donation from other Chapters or Regions

		Income		4415		Sponsorships/General		Funds received from a business for all events

		Income		4440		Fundraising		Funds from individuals, ie. Door prizes, drawings, etc.

		Income		4560		Fees/Golf Outing		Reg fees only for Golf event/does not include hole sponsorship

		Income		4570		Fees/Industry Dinner		Reg fees for participation in the Industry Dinner

		Income		4575		Fees/Auction		Reg fees for participation in an Auction

		Income		4580		Fees/Other		Reg fees for participation in all other mtg events

		Income		4605		Newsletter Advertising		Funds received for advertising space only in newsletter

		Income		4700		Reimbursements		Funds received in repayment of expenses paid by Chapter

		Income		4800		Interest		Checking and Savings account interest

		Income		4900		Miscellaneous		Unusual, one-time receipts that are not defined above

		Expense		5020		Audit & Tax Fees		Fees paid to a person or firm to do an audit & prepare taxes

		Expense		5030		Bad Debt Expense		Items written off as uncollectable

		Expense		5035		Bank Charges		Bank service  or credit card discount fees

		Expense		5060		Sponsorships to International		Any donation or assessment paid to International

		Expense		5075		Sponsorships to Region		Any donation or assessment paid to the Region, except dues

		Expense		5085		Sponsorships to Chapter		Donation of funds to another Chapter

		Expense		5150		Equipment/Software		Purchase of physical assets

		Expense		5170		Fundraising		Purchase of items for raffle

		Expense		5250		Legal		Invoices from legal counsel for advice or other items related

		Expense		5260		Chapter Registered Agent Fee/Corp Tax		Cost for annual registration/incorporation fees

		Expense		5270		Chapter Insurance		Directors & Officers and other Insurace fees

		Expense		5295		Materials/Awards/Gifts		Speaker or other volunteer gifts

		Expense		5300		IBOD Meeting		Cost for IBOD delegate to participate (Fees/Travel)

		Expense		5310		Regional Conferences		Cost for Board members to participate (Fees/Travel)

		Expense		5320		Leadership Conference		Cost for Board members to participate (Fees/Travel)

		Expense		5342		Meeting/Golf Outing		Direct cost of holding golf event

		Expense		5343		Meeting/ Industry Dinner		Direct cost of holding an industry dinner

		Expense		5344		Meeting/Auction		Direct costs of holding an auction

		Expense		5345		Meeting/Other		Direct costs of holding all other meetings & events

		Expense		5350		Miscellaneous		Filing fees, other expenses not otherwise outlined

		Expense		5500		Postage & Delivery		Cost for all postage, FedX, courier or freight charges

		Expense		5630		Newsletter		Cost for printing Newsletter

		Expense		5660		Public Relations/Marketing		Cost for any item sent to a printer

		Expense		5680		Chapter Service Awards & Materials		Cost of service awards, plaques, pens etc

		Expense		5695		Chapter Projects		Special Projects

		Expense		5700		Staff-Administrative Support		Direct cost involved in publicizing the Chapter or its events

		Expense		5800		Stationery/Photocopy/Supplies		Costs for printed material, office supplies, storage charges, etc

		Expense		5890		Chapter/Scholarship Fund		Funds given to a member for an approved scholarship program

		Expense		5900		Telephone/Teleconference		Costs for teleconferce used for meetings
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Bank Reconciliation 
Each month as you receive your statement(s) from the bank you will need to reconcile 
your QB bank transactions.  If you get your statements on-line; you should log into your 
account on or near the first day of the month to get the current balance and perform the 
reconciliation.  This is how you track interest paid, bank fees charged and any 
outstanding checks you have issued.  As a rule you should not have checks outstanding 
for more than 6 months.  If you issued someone a check and they have not cashed it 
within a reasonable time frame you should be contacting them to resolve the issue. 
 
To perform the reconciliation process and print the report you will need your bank 
statement or on-line transaction report as of the last day of the month. 
 
Select RECONCILE from the main screen or select BANKING from the menu line and 
select RECONCILE from the drop down list: 
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The work screen that pops up will automatically assume the month following your last 
reconciliation. 
 


 
 
If you have multiple accounts you will need to use the ACCOUNT drop down to select 
each one. 
 
The Beginning Balance should match the bank statement.  Fill in the Ending Balance 
provided by the bank.  If there are service charges you will record those; the Account 
associated with these charges is from your Chart Of Accounts.  Typically they will apply 
against 17-5040 Bank Charges.  If you receive interest on the account that will go into 
the Interest Earned box and the Account that is applied against should be 17-4800 
Interest. 
 
When all the data is complete select CONTINUE to move to the details. 
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The next screen brings up all open transactions recorded since the last reconciliation. 
 


 
 
If you have a lot of transactions you can check the box in the upper right hand corner to 
HIDE transactions after the statement’s end date. 
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To reconcile an item put a check mark in the left hand column. 
 


 
 
As you check items off the Difference at the bottom right will change.  Once all new 
items on the bank statement have been checked off AND the difference reflects ZERO 
you are done. 
 
If you are having trouble getting a zero difference and need to leave the task for later 
select LEAVE.  This will save your work and allow you to return to it later and complete 
it.  If you are having trouble, feel free to contact the Regional Treasurer or International 
Treasurer for assistance. 
 
When you have successfully cleared all the items and the difference is zero select 
RECONCILE NOW.  You will see a process monitor to indicate that the system is going 
through the steps to finalize the reconciliation. 
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Next you will see a working screen to select the reports you wish to generate. 
 
You always want a DETAIL report; the summary is not necessary.  Select DETAIL by 
clicking in the radio button.  Then select DISPLAY. 
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And the Reconciliation Detail report will display on your screen. 
 


 
 
You will want to PRINT or EXPORT this the same way that you did all your other 
reports. 
 
The question has been asked “why can’t you just send this report to the Regional 
Treasurer and drop the Check Detail and Deposit Detail?”  For smaller chapters and 
regions this would seem reasonable.  But often the reconciliation is cluttered with items 
from previous months that are still not reconciled and there are current month items that 
have not reconciled.  Chapters with numerous transactions each month can have 
several of these.  So the Check Detail and Deposit Detail are better, simpler reports to 
track all transactions that occurred in that time period regardless of their reconciliation 
status.  You are asked to send those 2 reports to the Regional Treasurer to make the 
auditing function easier to perform.  The audit can be completed with the Reconciliation 
Detail but it can be more cumbersome and time consuming for the Regional Treasurer.  
And the 2 detail reports are simple to generate and provide the quickest, most accurate 
accounting of those activities. 
 
Return to Table of Contents 
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Standard Reports (Including How to Manipulate Dates) 
QuickBooks has a feature that allows you to save report formats for those reports that 
you use routinely.  This can be helpful and will be covered in a future installment of 
training.  For this installment the instructions cover how to do the reports the first time 
and how to make changes as needed to fit your needs.  You can do these steps each 
month and adjust the dates to meet the requirements for your board meetings and 
Regional Treasurer. 
 
Printing reports is simple – click on PRINT once the report is on the screen and select 
the printer from the list.  This will work for the reports you want to distribute to the board 
members at the board meetings.  You can print this way and fax your reports to the 
Regional Treasurer as well.   
 
Or you can save the reports to a file format in Excel and then email them to the 
Regional Treasurer and chapter board.  There are instructions included here for saving 
the reports to Excel.  This will also allow you to maintain an electronic version to reduce 
the paper copies that you need to maintain. 
 
The reports covered here will be the reports that are required for the Regional 
Treasurer.  Your Chapter President may request other reports from time to time or may 
have a different or expanded list of reports that she wants you to present to the board 
during board meetings.  These instructions will help you understand where various 
reports are saved within QB so you can find any others.  It is always recommended that 
you take a few minutes to review some of the other reports to see the type of data they 
document.  You may be asked to assist your Chapter President in deciding which 
reports should be reviewed at each meeting.  As you become familiar with QB that will 
be simple for you to do. 
 
Reports covered here will be: 


• Balance Sheet 
• A/R Listing 
• Check Detail 
• Deposit Detail 


 
The next section will cover the steps for Bank Reconciliation and the report you need to 
generate from that process. 
 
 
Return to Table of Contents 
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Balance Sheet 
The Balance Sheet is a snapshot of the various assets and liabilities of the chapter as of 
a given point in time.  QB defaults ALL reports to the current date.  This is critical as you 
prepare your reports for the Regional Treasurer or Chapter Board Meetings.  You will 
have to adjust the dates of EVERY report to fit the time frame you need to see. 
 
To pull up a current Balance Sheet you use the Menu Bar.  Select REPORT; then 
COMPANY & FINANCIAL; and then BALANCE SHEET STANDARD.  
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The report will appear on the screen. 
 


 
 
Your assets consist of your checking account, your savings accounts, and your 
Accounts Receivables (A/R).  Your A/R is an asset because this is money you expect to 
receive for invoices you have issued.  If your chapter maintains a certificate of deposit 
you should also track that in QB so it shows as an asset on your balance sheet. 
 
Your liabilities are what you “owe”.  If you enter an expected bill from a vendor such as 
a deposit due for a golf outing or industry dinner it will show up under Accounts 
Payable.  I created one as an example so you can see how it would appear.  This is one 
way to track future payables.  Just be careful that when you pay it you clear away that 
item.  Entering Invoices, Bills, Payments and Checks is covered in Installment 2 – 
Detailed Transactions.  Your balance or leftover funds are considered equity and 
technically belong to the members. 
 
As the screen above shows, I generated this report of December 2, 2008.  If I wanted to 
see what my balance was as of the end of November or first of December I would need 
to adjust the AS OF date in the header of the report. 
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Put your cursor on the CALENDAR icon beside the AS OF box and use the menu 
navigation keys to get to the date you want to use; in this case November 30, 2008.  
Then click REFRESH to regenerate the report. 
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Do you see the changes?   
 
Note the date listed at the top of the column of values. 
 
Also, the A/R balance is higher – this means I recorded a payment sometime between 
11/30 and 12/2.  But the Total Assets value is the same.  When you record a payment it 
reduces your A/R, increases your bank total and therefore leaves the same balance for 
your total assets.   
 
And the A/P item is gone – this was also recorded sometime between 11/30 and 12/2.  
In this case the Total Liabilities & Equity still match but the details are changed; there is 
no liability only equity. 
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To print this report to your printer – select PRINT.  You can select from any printers in 
your PC and then click PRINT when the desired printer is highlighted. 
 


 
 
The next section details how you can save the data to an Excel file so that you can 
email it and also save it electronically for historical purposes.  The Excel instructions 
assume a working knowledge of Microsoft Excel software.
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To create a file of the data that you can use in Excel; you will select the EXPORT 
button.  If this is the first report for the month – select the radio button for NEW EXCEL 
WORKBOOK; if you have a report started already for the month select EXISTING 
EXCEL WORKBOOK: 
 


 
 
When you have this data complete select EXPORT.   
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You will be switched over to Excel and the report will be on your screen. 
 


 
 
Excel will name this report BOOKx until such time as you save it with a meaningful file 
name.  I would recommend changing the tab name from Sheet1 to a more meaningful 
name such as Balance Sheet.  As you export your other reports into this workbook you 
will want to rename their tabs as well.  You will need to save this report before you can 
add other tabs to it to create a complete monthly packet. 
 
When you return to QB the report will still be on the screen.  Click on the X in the right 
hand corner to close it out. 
 
Return to Table of Contents 
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A/R Listing – your Accounts Receivable Details 
When you invoice people for coming to an event and do not have an offsetting payment 
to record, this will place the invoice on the A/R listing.  Your chapter should be reviewing 
this list at board meetings and actively pursuing payment of these invoices.  You need 
to send this list to the Regional Treasurer each month as part of your monthly packet to 
verify that the total is accurate.  Your Regional Treasurer can also help to review items 
and recommend when you need to consider them uncollectible.   
 
To print the A/R Listing select REPORTS from the Menu bar; select CUSTOMER & 
RECEIVABLES; and then select A/R AGING SUMMARY. 
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The report that this will generate will look like this: 
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Again, the date may need to be adjusted to meet your requirements.  This is done the 
same way.  Select the calendar and move to the date you need and then click 
REFRESH. 
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The report may show different details now but the total should match the corresponding 
balance sheet. 
 


 
 
Now you are ready to Print and Export the report as needed.  Refer to the instructions 
on pages 18 through 20 if needed.  
 
Return to Table of Contents 
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Check Detail 
This report will list all the checks you issued in a given time period.  For the report you 
send to the Regional Treasurer it should be all checks from the 1st of the month to the 
last day of the month for the month you are reporting.  Select REPORTS; BANKING; 
CHECK DETAIL to get started. 
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The report, as always, will default to a current date structure.  You will need to adjust 
this to make sure you are viewing the appropriate dates. 
 


 
 
For some chapters there may be months where you have no checks issued.  IF this is 
the case when you change your dates the report will display with headers only and NO 
details.  You will still want to export the report to indicate to the Regional Treasurer that 
you did not have any checks issued.  Or you will want to create the tab in the report and 
type a statement to the effect “No checks issued” so it is clear that this is the situation. 
 
Return to Table of Contents 
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Deposit Detail 
This report will list all the deposits you made in a given time period.  For the report you 
send to the Regional Treasurer it should be all deposits from the 1st of the month to the 
last day of the month for the month you are reporting.  Select REPORTS; BANKING; 
DEPOSIT DETAIL to get started. 
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The report will appear for the current month: 
 


 
 
Adjust the dates and refresh the screen. 
 
Print and export the report as needed.  Like the Check Detail, if there were no deposits 
made you still want to print or export the report to make sure everyone knows that is the 
case. 
 
Return to Table of Contents 
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